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Content[show] Osamodas Osamodas is born summoners! They have the power to call out creatures, and they are the greatest tamers. There are rumours that they even cut their clothes off the skin of their enemies. Go ask them if it's true or not... And you can see for yourself! The Osamodas or Osamodas's Whip class
is an invitation from the Dofus world. Of all the categories, Osamodas has the most inviting spells and spells to drug both their invitations and allies. While some people may disapprove of Osamodas when their invitations prolong the fight, osamodas' true strength comes from these challenges. Osamodas and their
invitations can be a huge force to face, whether it's a Gobballs mass invitation or one invitation authorized by favorit. Despite mainly being called, Osamodas has several attacklats. While Osamodas is unlikely to load up the opponent, they can hit the opponent from afar with spells such as Ghostly Claw and Lashing Claw,
as well as hitting objects with Crow. And if the enemy gets too close, they can reposition with a subsitition and a well-placed call. All in all, Osamodas is a very balancing act. Intuition is a big deal because Osamodas has to anticipate the movements of their invitations (which can often work quite foolishly). This means that
Osamodas must be adaptable to any situation. Due to all these spells and invitations, the experienced Osamodas can be a versatile and effective character. PropertiesEdit Osamodas/Softcaps Osamodas features affect the properties of their call. As of the 2019 update, summaons will receive 50% of osamodas' relevant
damage feature. For example, a Gobball called Osamodas (deals with water damage) would have 50% of their chance and water damage. Summaons also receives % of osamodas vitality statistics, this varies depending on each invitation. Key features: Chance: Hits very hard, the most important statistic for damage-
based Osamodas. Tumult is the single biggest damage spell in your arsenal and adds 2 spins to the Power feature. Binding will increase the ultimate damage to the invitations of the target ingeniary. Finally, gobball calling scales in Osamodas' chance and water damage statistics. Intelligence: Intelligence Osamodas acts
as a support, there are 2 fire attack spells, one that harms the AoE and the other steals HP. Red Wyrmling (removes Enchantment) and Koalak Mummy (improves AoE around the subject). This statistic adds to the healing you do with Bestial Heal or healing weapons like Boogey Wand. Vitality: Although vitality has no
effect on damage spells, it is still a very useful statistic. The call of osamodas can only exist if their caller is alive, it is important that Osamodas lasts as long as possible. Invitations will now also receive Vitality statistics, this amount varies from invitation to call. Other Features: Agility: Not General Structure Osamodas.
Agility Osamodas playstyle revolves around map manipulation. They have access to knockouts in the form of a call-up from Gust and the Boar. Agility also increases the critical hit rate, which can make Chaferfu Lancer work well as a tank call. Strength: Just no. Osamodas does not have strength-based class spells.
Wisdom: Recommended only if you are going to leech. If you're playing alone, it's best to use scrolls of wisdom and equipment to promote this statistic instead of the stats from the level rise. Class SpellsEdit The class spells available to osamodas class members are: Icon Name Level Element Brief description Spiritual
leash exchange for the Doploons Revives the last beaten ally whose life is %. Calling Tofu 1 Tofu causes air damage. Calls Tofu who fights alongside you and steals opponents Agility. Binding 1 Water causes water damage and increases the damage caused by Summons to the site. Cat Movement 1 adds an MP for
invitations and, to a lesser extent, allies. Doesn't work on favoritism. Ghostly Claw 3 Fire Ghostly Claw causes fire damage and steals HP. Crow 6 Air Crow causes damage without needing a view. Calling Gobball 9 Gobball will do water damage. Invites Gobball, who fights alongside you and reduces the enemy's evasive
manoe. Bestial Heal 13 sacrifices an invitation to heal around it. Works only with caster's Summons. Whip 17 Air Damages the enemy and reduces its damage with 1 turn 1 shift. Kills the invitation and refunds the AP costs. Replacement 21 Fire switches box allied to Summon; it dies AoE-heal (ally) and damage (enemy).
Koalak 26 Calling koalak causes fire damage and heals. Invites a koala who fights by your side and heals allies. Tumult 31 Water causes water damage and increases caster power. Preference 36 Preference kills all invitations except the target. The goal beats 1AP&amp;MP, 20% vitality, 25% damages per sacrificed
challenge. On allies kill all calls, target wins 2AP Call wild boar 42 Boar makes Air harm to Summons a Boar, who fights alongside you and pushes back opponents. Crackler Punch 48 Fire causes fire damage in the affected area. Martyr 54 Water 2 rounds, if the target Summon dies, it causes AoE damage around it and
increases the damage handled by allies in the area. Gust 60 Air Gust is dealing with air damage. Thrown at the call, it damages the AoE around the call and pushes enemies back. Communion 70 Communion distributes damages to all categories Summons and gives 2AP 1 shift. Calling up Red Wyrmling 80 Red
Wyrmling will do fire damage to Summons a Red Wyrmling, who will fight alongside you and remove the enemy bewitched. Determination 90 damage and follow the target. The call will focus the enemy first, if possible. Symbiosa 100 Get control Invite to one in turn, each invitation gets a unique spell during its turn.
Inviting Osamodas Dopple 200 invites Osamodas Dopple, who will fight alongside you. Category setEdit Osamodas class series is the most unread series. BuildsEdit °=Not recommended, +=Longshot build (requires major investments), ++=Fun but challenging build, +++=Proven, fixed structure Element(s)RatingNotes
Pure elemental builds an IQ-based +++ Supportive Summoner. He's good at healing and the only real AoE class spell for Osamodas. Intelligence increases the efficiency of Bestial Heal, and together with Ghostly Claw, this Osamodas building can maintain and support very well. Chance-based +++ Attacking Calls.
Gobball is your most important invitation here, which serves as a tank block. There is a great damage to the output when The Binding Increases Summon Damage and Tumult Increases Power. Excellent for dealing with maximum damage. Agility-based ++ Steering Call. This Osamodas building focuses on map
manipulation and critical hits to take down its enemies. The hybrid element builds Intelligence + Chance + Vitality ++ Hybrid, balance, builds to take advantage of more available invitations and spells. Uses both damage and supportlats effectively. The rest builds a Vitality-based + Pure summoner. Focuses on making the
invitations as meaty as possible as possible and locked. Not as feasible when Summonn's damage scales to Osamodas elemental statistics. Better building options available. TempleEdit At (8.2) is a Osamodas temple from which you can learn about the class and fight Osamodas Dopple. TriviaEdit Osamodas backwards



is a sadomaso, which means a sadistic masochist associated with the practice of sadomasochism. Osamodas seems to enjoy the pleasure of pain, characteristic of both sadism and masochism. The god Osamodas is believed to be the most powerful god and, in fact, a demon. Model: Build Contents[show]
IntroductionEdit Intelligence is perhaps the most common part of the med. Most of its attacking spells are fire-based and fit different game styles in different combinations. In addition, Osamodas has Animal Healing, which makes them strong background healers without Eniripsa, especially when combined with a spiritual
leash. CharacteristicsEdit Intelligence: This is the structure of intelligence, and as such this is the most important statistic. Raise this as high as possible to at least 300. You may feel like scrolling through this, although if you're going to go for pure intelligence, the difference will be minimal at the upper levels. Vitality: A
good statistic rolls to Osamodas. Without invitations, there can be no invitation, and longer endurance is always good regardless of class. However, it is relatively easy to scroll, and The Lash Cloth can be useful against fireproof enemies. Extra 10 PP from scrolling can also help at a later level. Strength: Again, this is not
a strength to build on, so no need to put points here. It's a good idea to scroll through more weapon options and add whip damage. Agility: Not really necessary, although certain weapons require high agility to equip. Scroll it if you can; a bonus for critical hits and an increased dodge lock rate is always useful.
LevelingEdit Lv. 1~10 Train in Incarnam . Do the assignments to get boon set. Fight daredevil's crabs. Lv .10~20 You can fight Prepubescent Chafers to take groups 1 then 2 and so on until you reach the groups max Chafers. Lv. 20~30 You can try Crackrocks be careful that they steal ap and have 20% 24% durability for
all elements depending on their level. Try field herb, prespics, boars, Miliboowolfs, Treechnids, Vampires (and sell vampire blood), Small groups of blops/biblops avoid cherry-picking. Option II. Since dofus has added these achievements, you can do all the achievements of the incarnam dungeon. This produces about
130,000 xp Lv. 30~40 Same crowds, but larger groups. Try Gobbal Dungeon and wabbits. Lv. 40~50 You should start fighting fugi masters they are a able source xp until 7X Lvls. Gobbal Dungeon and soul boss fight him later in the arena. Lv. 50~ 100 You have three options : Option I :D o Gobbal Dungeon soul boss
and fight him in the arena or sell SoulStone.Sell all gobbal horns or replace them with Little Wisdom Scrolls. Sell or crush the products you drop on Runes. : Option II : Leech in Dungeons / Ratter.You will lose the fun in this way, but you will reach 100 in any time. : Option III :Continue to fight the large groups of monsters
I mentioned in this guide, and try to fight the usual cracklers and the dungeon of soloing . Try collecting carpets for your artifacts. Maybe it's slow, but you'll find and learn more things about the game . SpellsEdit Lv. 1~11: Max The Ghostly Claw. It's your main attack spell at the age of 54 and even after it has its purpose.
Lv. 12~21: Maximum Gobball call. Your main invitation for a very long time. It's Osamodas' tank and holds back enemies when you hit them from afar. Lv. 22~27: Raise the high-errical shot to lv. 4. It's a great spell, in Lv 4 it allows Gobball (and later the call) to attack twice. L. 28~37: Max Bear Cry. It's a buff, it lasts 11
laps and stacked can massively improve the invitation. Note: I'd rather maximize Toad.It says he'll defend the call with a low amount, but when it's done in a real fight, it's much more than that. Lv. 42~61: Save points up to 54, then max awesome Crackler Punch. It's worth the wait. You should also max Crow. It doesn't
have LoS and can hit quite high. It also has low AP costs, which that in the 7 AP set you can match it to Ghostly Claw. L. 62~71: Max Whip. It's an incredible spell, even if it hits a neutral injury. It destroys the invitation. Invitation. It can be very helpful. Lv. 72~81: Maximum call from Bwork Magus. First proper invitation in
a long time. Lv. 82~91: Crackler maximum call. Now open the useless Gobball call and then call Prespic. Lv. 92~101: Max great Red Wyrmling invitation. It's an incredible invitation. Lv. 102+: Only max what you feel is needed. Ghostly Claw, Crow, Summoning of Prespic and Whip are all good to the maximum. It's also
good to get a release. Other SpellsEdit Cawwot: Nice spell. If you get the necessary Cawwots and have about 15 extra spell points, you can do much better by maximizing this. Perfidious Boomerang: One of the most random spells available. With high AP costs and variable damage (different elements and a wide area),
it is not advisable to use spell points for this. Even if it's fully scrolled, it still hits pretty low. Inviting arakne and Gobball is comparable to meat clothes. The araknee has a little less HP, but higher resin dances. It hits harder, but can't hit twice, even high energy shot with +3 AP. It still has 1 MP, allowing it to get to enemies
earlier, but it also has longer cooling, which means you have less in the field. Inviting Chaferfu, known for attacking his allies or just passing its turn, is very unreliable. It takes a lot of work to get it to do what you want... Your class invitation works better for you. Moon Hammer: Powerful Agility spell in the right hand (it's
tricky to use), but this isn't an agility structure. EquipmentEdit Battle Set Wisdom Set Trophys Good awards for int Osa are, of course, a researcher and fire alarm. It's unlikely that Survivor will be of any use at the higher levels. Neutral Destroyer and Maniac are useful for whip damage. Healer would also be a great choice
to support the Saxes. Don't forget to keep Cawwot Dofus and Kaliptus Dofus equipped too. Experimental/historic/obsolete constructionEdit Osamodas/Intelligence/Critical Hits/1 community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Said.
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